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TAXON 39(2): 236-238. MAY 1990 

A. J. G. H. KOSTERMANS: "PLEA TO KILL A HOLY COW"-COMMENT 

John McNeill' 

Dr. Kostermans poses the question as to why the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature 
(Greuter et al., 1988) should require that, for valid publication, a Latin description or diagnosis must 
accompany the name of a new taxon of plants (fossils excepted) (Art. 36). Dr. Kostermans, himself, 
gives two possible answers: the difficulty that botanists would have in understanding descriptions in 
many other languages, and, if some language restriction is to be continued, the disputes that might 
arise in selecting a language to replace Latin. 

The validity of the first objection is confirmed by Dr. Kostermans's description of his experiences 
with new taxa published in Chinese literature (although in citing this his main intent is to demonstrate 
the truism that the short Latin diagnosis commonly provided by the very many moder botanists 
with scant knowledge of Latin is, in itself, quite inadequate for an understanding of a new taxon). The 
difficulty of understanding descriptions in unfamiliar languages does not apply only to those like 
Chinese that use ideograms: relatively few botanists would be able to cope with descriptions in 
Indonesian, far less in any of the other 200 or so "real" languages that Dr. Kostermans tells us exist 
in Indonesia. 

In discussing his second answer, Dr. Kostermans seems to imply that papers written, perhaps "for 
political reasons", in local languages can be ignored because they often do not reach "the scientific 
forum", and indeed according to Dr. Kostermans "perhaps better so, as their quality is usually below 
par". The taxonomic treatments presented can, perhaps, be ignored, but certainly not any nomencla- 
tural novelties published therein. Botanical history abounds with authors, such as Rafinesque, ignored 
in their day because of the poor quality of their work, whose nomenclatural actions cause endless 
trouble today because they must be accepted under moder Codes of Nomenclature. Any determination 
of validity of publication based on the quality of the work involved would not only be unacceptable 
on grounds of elitist censorship, it would also be impossible to apply: objective criteria are manifestly 
lacking-it is hard enough to determine what minimal descriptive material constitutes a validating 
description. 

I believe, therefore, that it is essential for effective communication among taxonomists that some 
restraint on the language for validating descriptions of new taxa be retained. Dr. Kostermans thinks 
that to make English, "the most favourable and certainly the most dominant language of scientific 
papers", compulsory for valid publication of names of new taxa "will give no trouble". My experiences 
as one of the authors of proposals on this topic (McNeill et al., 1986) made to the Berlin Congress 
(especially Proposal 316 appearing as Art. 36, Prop. A-cf. Greuter and McNeill, 1987) leads me to 
think otherwise! 

Before discussing this question, however, it is only fair to note that there are a number of other 
defensible arguments for retaining the Latin requirement. One is the fact that in order to use the 
literature of the past, botanists are required to know some Latin. Without some reading knowledge, 
the works from Linnaeus and his 18th century contemporaries to those of the de Candolles and even 
Bentham and Hooker in the late 19th century would be closed books. Another is that the Latin 
requirement avoids "accidental publication", e.g., when the caption of a photograph in a popular 
magazine has "this beautiful red-berried shrub with its distinctive silvery leaves is being named Frutex 
rubra"-but for its being in English, this brief descriptive phrase, for which a diagnostic component 
is even claimed, would certainly have to be accepted as validating publication of the name, even if a 
full technical description was published later. 

These and other objections to permitting English to be used for validation under Art. 36 are discussed 
by McNeill et al. (1986), and, with perhaps one exception, countered effectively, I believe. In some 
cases the objections are not well-founded, as in the appeal to the undoubted need for familiarity with 
Latin to understand the literature of the past-there is a world of difference between a reading and a 
writing knowledge of any language. In other cases, e.g., that of accidental publication, the potential 
difficulty can be overcome by changes to other Articles of the Code that would in any case be beneficial. 

The one concern that correspondence with colleagues and the results of the Preliminary Mail Ballot 
showed not to have been answered effectively was the widely held view that giving special status to 
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any living language was discriminatory. Even although McNeill et al. (1986) emphasised that English 
was only being proposed as an alternative to Latin, and that this was being done simply because 
"English now holds the pre-eminent position for international scientific communication occupied by 
Latin in Renaissance times", comments included remarks such as "Latin is a neutral language", and 
the even more extraordinary one that with obligatory Latin "all botanists are at an equal disadvantage" 
(my emphasis)! 

Although an analysis by linguistic origins of the mail vote on Art. 36 Prop. A was distributed to 
those attending the Nomenclature Section meetings at the Berlin Congress in 1987, this has not hitherto 
been published and in view of Dr. Kostermans's comments may be of interest to readers. 

Linguistic Origin Yes & ed. comm.* No 
(Countries) Votes (%) Votes (%) 

English-speaking 31 (35.2) 57 (64.8) 
Others using Roman script 10 (19.2) 42 (80.8) 
Not using Roman script 4 (66.7) 2 (33.3) 

Total 45 (30.8) 101 (69.2) 

From this table it is clear that the opposition to the proposal was strongest among those botanists 
whose native language is not English but is written in Roman script. Moreover, written submissions 
to me by a number of French-speaking botanists expressed particularly intense opposition. The analysis 
of the ballot also reveals that a substantial majority of English-speaking botanists were opposed to 
the proposal. Again many of these commented directly and expressed the view that they did not wish 
to be associated with a proposal that might be interpreted as English-language chauvinism. It was 
against this background of strong opposition in the mail vote, coupled with some deep hostility amongst 
representationally significant elements of the international botanical community, that I took the view 
that the 69.2% preliminary vote against the proposal should not be challenged in the Nomenclature 
Section meetings at the Congress (cf. Greuter et al., 1989a). The proposal had been made because I 
had felt it was timely to "test the waters" -the result of the test was unequivocal, and there the matter 
has rested until now, when Dr. Kostermans raises it again. 

One feature of the voting analysis which is of particular interest in this context and which is, perhaps, 
indicative of future directions in this matter is the suggestion that majority support for the proposal 
existed amongst those whose native language does not use Roman script. If Dr. Kostermans's views 
are at all representative of botanists in countries whose language, even if written in Roman script, is 
not rooted in Latin, this support may be more extensive. The mail ballot sample was too small to 
distinguish between voters whose working language was one of the "major" European ones with their 
strong Latin influence, and those from countries such as Indonesia with quite a different background. 
As Dr. Kostermans suggests, it is not unlikely, however, that the latter, having learned to use English 
for other scientific communication, would welcome the option of using it in describing new taxa. 

If this is the case, then I believe that it is essential for taxonomists with these linguistic backgrounds 
to take the initiative in any future proposals to permit the use of English in the validation of the names 
of new taxa. Only were a coherent proposal to come from botanists whose principal language was not 
English, would I and many other anglophone taxonomists feel prepared to give support so soon after 
the unequivocal rejection of the proposal made to the Berlin Congress. 

A requirement, of course, for this to occur is for botanists from such countries to take a more active 
part in the proceedings of botanical nomenclature. The submission of a proposal (cf. Greuter et al., 
1989b) is but the first step; there must be more extensive participation in the decision-making process 
(cf. Division III of the Code-Greuter et al., 1988: 80-81). Of the 160 Preliminary Mail Ballots 
submitted prior to the Berlin Congress, only 10 (6.25%) came from Africa, Asia, and Central and 
South America combined; the remaining 93.75% being from Europe, North Africa, and Australasia. 
I appreciate that finding the U.S. dollars or Swiss francs for membership of IAPT, the major category 

* The "yes" and "ed. comm." votes are combined because the rapporteurs (Greuter and McNeill, 
1987: 221) indicated that an "ed. comm." vote would be interpreted as supporting the proposal in so 
far as new descriptions were concerned, but rejecting validation by reference to a previously published 
English description. 
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of those eligible to vote in the mail ballot, is difficult for many botanists, particularly in "Third World" 
countries. It should not, however, be forgotten that proposers of amendments are also entitled to vote, 
and that taxonomic institutions, although not permitted to participate in the preliminary mail ballot, 
may, if they are unable to be represented directly at the Nomenclature Section of the Congress, specify 
a vice-delegate or deposit their votes with the Bureau of Nomenclature "to be counted in a specified 
way for specified purposes". 

But, perhaps the most significant element in this debate is the fact that the next International 
Botanical Congress will be the first to be held in a country whose language has no base in Latin and 
which is not even written in Roman script. If Dr. Kostermans's views are endorsed by other botanists 
in eastern Asia, then I would expect a proposal or proposals that would remove the obligation to use 
Latin to be made by these botanists to the Tokyo Congress, and for strong support to be presented 
there in 1993. European and American botanists would then, I am sure, respond positively. Without 
this initiative, however, I certainly will stand by the decision made by the Berlin Congress-and 
continue to provide my all too inadequate advice to professional colleagues in the preparation of Latin 
diagnoses and descriptions. 
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